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5.2.3

e)

Ed

The real volume in m³/s is 1.66E-4 ± 1.66E-5
instead of 2E-4 ± 3E-5.

…at a rate of (1.66 × 10-4 ± 1.66 × 10-5 ) m3/s

5.5.1

End of first
Paragraph

Ed

Confusion may arise, which kind of mechanical
load test need to be applied.

Ad: Please note that only the positive pressure
test is performed as described in the remainder
clause. The negative pressure (lift of) test is
already performed on the collector according to
EN ISO 9806.

5.9.3.5.2

Before
Table 4

Ed

Unclear formulation “…shall maximized at a value
of 1”

The ηwh,nonsol, shall be limited to a maximum value
of 1 .

5.9.3.5.2

Table4

Ed

Qref

5.9.3.5.2

Formula
Qfuel

Ed

Qnonsol is used where Qref should have been used
as “Load profile”
Qnonsol is used where Qref should have been used

5.9.3.5.3

Formula
Qelec

Ed

Qnonsol is used where Qref should have been used

Qelec = Qref, where Qref daily heat demand in kWh
according to Table 4

5.9.3.5.4

All formulas
in the
section

Ed

Qnonsol is used where Qref should have been used

Observations of the
secretariat

Qfuel = Qref / Ƞwh,nonsol

 wh ,nonsol = 0,95 

Qref
Q fuel + CC  Qelec + Qcor


 100
Qref 

  Pstby  
Q fuel =  Qref +  24 −
 
P4 


 4

 1
Qref 

  Pstby  
t on =  Qref +  24 −
 P
P4 


 4
Where
Qref [kWh]: daily heat demand for hot water
according to the load profiles
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5.9.3.5.5

Formula
Ƞwh,nonsol

Ed

Qnonsol is used where Qref should have been used

5.10.7

Settings
table

Ed

The outside air temperature in the table shall be
the same than the one given above.

Climate data: - Outside air temperature 10°C

5.10.7

Settings
table

Ed

The climate data are always given in hourly
values.

Climate data: substitute Data per 5 s by hourly
data

5.10.7

Settings
table

Ed

Draw-off: Demand temperature
determination shall be 40°C

Draw off: substitute equal to set temperature of
auxiliary by 40°C with mixing valve on

5.10.7

Settings
table

Ed

The start time shall be a fixed value

Draw off: set start time to a fixe value of 23:00 to
ensure the conditioning phase on the first day

Annex B/B.4

Table B.5

Ed

The minus shall be multiplication

870 * Qref / (Tdem - 10)

Annex B/B.4

Table B.5

Ed

The current values are not the corrected values.
The new values are according to the
requirements of the EU publication CDR
812/2013, being 0,6 x ({old values} +1,09

In the row with the heading “Daily heat demand
(for annual prediction with a reduced demand
based on equation 0.6*(Qref+1,09)): 4,161 kWh;
7,647 kWh; 12,096 kWh; 15,372 kWh;

Annex B/B4

Table B.5

Ed

The current values in table B.5 do not sum up
exactly to 100%and shall be changed to the new
ones.

The values of columns with the heading “Vtap” start
21:00:

Due to the change in table B.5 confusion may
arise on the interpretation of table B.9.

Add the following note after note 1:

The values for the annual heat demand are
slightly wrong as there were only 365 days per
year considered.

Change the values for the annual heat demand to
1523 kWh; 2799 kWh; 4427 kWh; 5626 kWh

Annex B/B.5

Annex G

1
2

Paragraph/
Figure/
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Date: 2017-03-12

Table B.9

Table

Ed

Ed

 wh ,nonsol = 0,95  f 

for

V40

Observations of the
secretariat

Qref
COPN

CC Qref + S  24h

M: 25,76%; L: 31,89%; XL: 23,75%; XXL: 25,86%

Note 2 In contradiction with table B.5, the full daily
load (=Qref) shall be applied and not the reduced
daily load as prescribed in table B.5
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